“Where AppSec meets DevOps”

WHAT IS KONDUKTO ?
Kondukto is an application security testing orchestration tool
which allows it's users to view all vulnerabilities discovered
by different application security testing tools (e.g. SAST,
DAST, IAST ,SCA, CS) and take actions on them from a single
platform.
It automates manual processes involved in application
security and DevOps right from the identification of
vulnerabilities until the remediation and embeds security
tests into the entire SDLC to enable a successful DevSecOps
adoption.

HOW DOES KONDUKTO WORK ?
Our workflow consists of five steps ;

1

INTEGRATE : Activate integrations with your tools and
scanners from the interface of Kondukto through API’s.

2

SCAN : Start scheduling scans on branches of your projects
on a calendar basis or through scheduled webhooks.

ANALYZE : See consolidated results across scanners on

3

insightful dashboards of Kondukto. Immediately prioritize the
relevant vulnerabilities and eliminate false positive ones.

REMEDIATE : Automatically or manually open issues on

4

5

your issue managers through Kondukto. Use remediation
database to accumulate know-how in the company.

MONITOR : Continuously track the health status of your
projects and your remediation metrics from a single platform and
take informed decisions.
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WHY USE KONDUKTO ?

KEY BENEFITS

DevSecOps with Open Source or
Commercial Scanners
Use commercial scanners or out of the box open source
scanners to start scanning your projects right away.
Orchestrate scans across entire software development life
cycle using Kondukto CLI or interface.

Understaffed Security Teams

Centralized Vulnerability Management
The disproportion between resources of security and software
development teams is making it harder for security engineers
to keep up with the speed of development. Kondukto comes to
rescue by functioning as an extra automated AppSec or
DevSecOps engineer.

Centralize all vulnerabilities scattered across AppSec scanners.
Instantly take action and track vulnerabilities from a single
pane of glass.

Automated Policy Checks
Variety of AppSec Scanners
The variety of AppSec testing tools adds up to the complexity
by creating different interfaces and reports that security
engineers need to deal with to analyze large amounts of
vulnerabilities and decide which ones pose real threat to the
applications. Kondukto instantly provides consolidated
dashboards to let security engineers have more time to do
value added work.

Create automated customizable workflows on issue opening,
CI/CD thresholds and notification to ensure risk perception of
the organization is strictly imposed on applications.

Speedy and Relevant Remediation
Automating manual tasks and centralizing dispersed AppSec
data leads to quicker and more informed decisions that speed
up remediation of relevant vulnerabilities.

Friction Between Development and Security Teams

Corporate Memory
The dependency on software developers for remediation of
AppSec vulnerabilities is leading to constant friction between
security engineers and software developers whose priorities
and skill sets are totally different.

Never lose historical data if you change a AppSec scanner and
never have to build integrations from scratch if you change a
tool in your DevOps tool chain.

WHAT IS INSTALLATION LIKE?
Kondukto can be used as an on premise solution or on your
cloud infrastructure. The installation takes only a few minutes
and Kondukto starts its required components as Docker
containers and positions itself as an operating system service,
which can be controlled via system managers with one
command.
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